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The Editor plays Tennis. M. G. M. Morse, June 1962 -The Forehand 



EDITORIAL 

The Abbey House fire makes one wonder, you know. I mean, there is a perfectly good, 
-stone-and-mortar house, containing sixty-odd perfectly good boys, domestic staff, housemaster 
and family-and suddenly the whole top storey is completely gutted. I dare say it took three 
·Or four weeks to build that floor and the roof-and in half an hour the whole job has been des
troyed. Not only that, the spirit and well-being of the house has been affected. After all, a 
house of that kind does not.come into being in the moment that the front door is unlocked for 
the first time and sixty-odd boys sit down after prayers at the start of a new term and a new era 
to hear their housemaster tell them what the house stands for. It takes generations to build a 
house-and seconds to destroy it. Yet its destruction occurs and leaves the rest of the school 
almost unmoved. The Headmaster and the Bursar have obvious worries on hand, but for the 
majority of the school, once the national papers had finished pulling to shreds what little 
remained of the much-needed, much-sought peace and privacy in which to recover' enough to 
last the rest of term, for the majority of the school it meant nothing but a red glow at half-past 
.one on Sunday morning and a chance to gossip for twelve hours or so. 

Does it seem right that the school should be able to plough on like that after such a crisis 
has occurred? After all, when a section of an anthill is disturbed the ants drop everything and 
go and mend it. But the human scheme of things is so taken up with pigeon holes-"that's 
their affair, not mine"-that any kind of co-operative effort is useless. The sceptic will scoff at 
compulsory games but they are necessary, for it is throt:gh them, and through Societies and 
group competitions that the value of teamwork is shown. Look at the way in which once 

Abbey House got down to work together they had their top floor clear in a surprisingly short 
time. See also on the international scale how the Russians, by a policy of teamwork and "all 
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pulling together" have caught up and overtaken the Western World whose powers have done 
little save squabble amongst themselves over bombs and deterrents. 

But I haven't just taken Abbey House as a peg on which to hang various odd and un
related thoughts which came my way. It did have a purpose. In one of the recent copies of the 
.Shirburnian was a remark by an American exchange scholar which said: "Although the system 

hreeds intense house spirit there is very little feeling at all for the school as a whole." This is how we 
appeared to a visitor, over here for a short time. If he had stayed longer would he have dis
<:overed .that underneath all the demands to "get out of this place" (which Anne Scott-James 
had such fun with in the Daily Mail of ll/7 /62) there was in fact a feeling that, as P.G.W. 
has it: "The English schoolboy loves his school. He is sorry to leave at the end of term and glad 
to be back after the holidays"? If those shouts of glee on Sherborne Station at the end of term 
are genuine and not just uttered thoughtlessly and automatically, or to cover up what someone 
feels is an unworthy pang, then one aspect ofschoo_l life has failed. 

Yet it is hard to live in a community which demands at once rivalry and unity. It.is hard 
when the unit seems to be the house, and not the school; where boys ranging over five very 
sensitive years are crammed together, taken from a complete rainbow of backgrounds, homes 
and interests, and made to live together. Yet we must realise that there are larger units than 
either the family or the house. I hesitate to say that our country must come first because there 
are more important things even than that-one is an unrelenting stand over things that we 
know are right-a stand which appreciates and admits the other points of view, but will not 
truckle t.o them, and wjll not force conversion on them. I am no supporter of Oxford Groupism 
or of M.R.A. but mora,ls do count a great deal, and a sound life cannot be built on the basis of 
some tenets about which we feel dubious. 

That then is my sermon for this term-except for a concluding remark which I have pur
posely left to the end. In any age it is up to Youth to take over where the previous generation 
has got to-to listen to its advice and not to be afraid to act against it as a team working 
together. The generation now in power is that which remembers, amongst other things. the last 
war. It is a salutory memory that should not be discarded, but we must not forget that while 
the annual November Eleventh Remembrance keeps alive the sacred flame of the deeds and 
valour of the dead, it also fosters the fiercer flame of the memory of atrocity and violence and 
hatred. This is mirrored in the absurd stalemate of the cold war. It is up to the idealism of 
Youth, the new generation, endowed with history, but not a personal sense of suffering to 
rebuild what the last destroyed-and to rebuild it, not with the resignation of the man who 
looks to see it destroyed again, but with the hope of those who build a lasting and beautiful 
"ciry which hath foundations, whose Maker and Creator is God." 
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"\Ve hope that by the time this appears in print Mr. Flory will be recovered and soon amongst 
us again. 

OBITUARY 

R.H. T. BAKER (Abbey House, 1951-55) of the R.A.F. was killed in a flying accident in 
June. 

J. S. A. MusTo (1948-52) drowned on an Army exercise in West Germany 27th June. 
1962. 
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F.C.C. 

The position of a school chaplain is a somewhat two-headed one, like that of an army 
padre. Either he will tend to be a schoolmaster and not a priest, or a priest to the detriment 
-0f a schoolmaster, or a man to the detriment of both. It is hard to serve two masters. Only 
rarely do you come across the perfect blend of the two. In our chaplains here we are lucky. 
In Mr. Carpenter very lucky. 

Not that he ever did, or I think ever will, serve two masters. He adopted, when he first 
preached in 1951, an uncompromising position, determined among them then and us now to 
acknowledge one faith-that of Christ Crucified. It would be too easy for a chaplain in such a 
school to become parochial, content and dogmatic. In his last two sermons he showed, if it 
still needed showing, that he was none of these. 

And he was more than a chaplain. Many will remember him as a sympathetic adviser 
and listener to whom any trouble could be broached and with whom any problem could be 
discussed, with the sure knowledge that the result would be perhaps an increase in hope, 
perhaps in determination, but always the knowledge that one had a friend and a comfort in 
due time of trouble. 

In any sphere he could be relied on to show interest and enthusiasm, whether in the field 
of art or music or the school stage (and in both the latter, at least, his performance is always 
memorable). On the games fields the familiar green suiting or the well-known clerical grey 
proclaimed the presence of a keen and interested spectator. In his duties in various houses 
he showed always the same interest, encouragement and enthusiasm that attended him every
where. Not that he was always smiling and energetic (though the periods when he wasn't 
were so few as to be virtually negligible). He could, and did, succumb to the human weakness 
of "just wrath" and those who felt it were impressed, if not necessarily altogether chastened; 
but he never let them continue and always had perhaps an apology, perhaps a smile for the 
offender to show his return to grace. 

But we at school tend to cherish Freddy as a school figure. The town was not ignorant of 
his presence whether professionally or socially. Many the marriage which contains the words: 
"Officiating clergy: The Rev. F. C. Carpenter". Or who will forget Mrs. Carpenter's flowers, 
when she did them, at Commem. Services? 

On a more homely scale-Top Corner was never shut to friends or visitors, who could 
always be sure of a warm reception, and perhaps even one of those unforgettable meals which 
Mrs. Carpenter, spurred on by graphic and first-hand reports of "School food", would consider 
it almost a mission to prepare. 

What shall I more say? I have tried to be brief in dealing with a copious subject. Still I 
cannot find a suitable expression of gratitude and admiration. F.C.C. is going because, as he 
himself said, a Christian needs courage, and for him the time is always short. Therefore we 
wish him, Mrs. Carpenter and John" Godspeed and good fortune." 

J.G.G.S. 

Gwynne Stephenson leaves us at the end of this term to take up a post under the Colonial 
Service teaching at an African school in Kenya. This is no surprise to some, but it will not be 
until after he has gone that many will realise how much he does, and has done, for the school. 
Giving of his own free time unsparingly, there are a multitude of activities which he has en
couraged and developed. 

First there is the stage where he has coaxed, cajoled and inspired the carpenters, painters, 
electricians and many other odd bodies to produce sets worthy of a West End production. He 
has even appeared on the stage himseff-some may remember a furtive Guy Fawkes in "1066 
and All That". But his chief interest has always been the Sailing Club. Starting from scratch, 
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he has built it up singlehanded, in a matter of ten years, into a club of 150 members and a fleet 
of over fifteen boats. Many boys will be grateful for the encouragement he has given them in 
learning to become proficient sailors and for the organisation of so many summer weekends at 
Poole. 

Always ready to help an activity in the doldrums, he has in the past given much assistance 
to the Natural History Society and to the Photographic Society; he has taken holiday expeditions 
to Norway, Scotland and the Alps, and if any boy was interested in climbing, he could find out 
all he wanted from "Steve". 

Despite all these activities he always had time for the individual. A friend and. counsellor 
to many, perhaps few realise how much time and effort he would give to the individual boy in 
an effort to help him, either in the classroom or outside. There are many places where he will 
be missed, not least in the tenor line of the Musical Society, looking after the Westcott House 
Acreman Street dormitory or even at the wheel of a speeding Land Rover. 

He assures us he is not going to Africa for the purpose of climbing mountains but somehow 
we feel it will not be long before he is at the summit of Mt. Kenya or Kilimaajaro. No matter; 
wherever he pitches his tent, we wish him the best of luck. 

THE ABBEY HOUSE FIRE. 

Mercifully fire does not ravage the school, often, though when it does one cannot help but 
feel a little surprise that it should start where it does. But even with its infrequent 
occurrences and the equipment at our disposal for fighting it, it remains a horrible and only 
too real possibility. True we have more to help us than the "vii lethern buckets, one long ladder, 
one shovell, one pickaxe" of 1584, but those who saw the fire of Sunday, July 8th will long 
remember how that did devastating damage before the fire engines could get to it and control it. 

The story of the fire is almost too well known to bear repeating four months later. That 
the fire started at about 1.15 a.m. on the Sunday in the Head of House's study and spread up to, 
and along the roof, burning it completely on the House side but fortunately being prevented 
from harming the Private side, nobody denies. The cause of the fire is imputed to a variety of 
circumstances, and it is not my purpose to discuss or uphold any one idea. 

It could be feared quite justifiably that the House, never having experienced fire before, 
and only having performed its Fire Drill in dummy runs, would not have been able to meet the 
exigencies of the actual crisis. Such fears would have been groundless. The House behaved 
throughout in an orderly and sensible way. There was no panic, but a calm performance, just 
as though everyone had been expecting it and knew exactly when, how and where the fire 
had ·started. M. V. Ward and T.J; Webb-Wilson between them were responsible for the speed 
and efficiency of the operation .. The House, once out, lost little time in organising and rehabili
tating itself. :By 8.00 a.m. the work of clearing up was.well· under way, and who watching could 
stop perhaps a tinge of envy against thosf! grimy faces at each window, throwing out pieces of 
timber and rnasonry? But envy would be a misplaced emotion. 'What had been lost was not 
merely an edifice of stone and timber but one, fot a few moments, of history and memory and 
spirit. It is to the House's great credit that they have lost so little time in rebuilding their 
house and becoming operational again. · 

But we must not forget the help given by Mr. and Mrs. Watkins and the Abbeylands 
House prefects, who busied themselves in_ a perfectly unruffled and confidence-inspiring way' 
with making such essentials as tea and accommodation ready for the firemen and the boys. It 
was as though it was an everyday occurrence to them and the calm way in which they and their 
domestic staff stepped into so gaping. a breach should be acknowledged. with thanks and 
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admiration. Nor must Mr. Bruce's help go unmentioned, who took back to School House the 
juniors who had lost their dormitories. This list cannot contain all who helped, but to those 
who-. did, mentioned or unmentioned, and to Mr. West :who gave the alarm, go. sincere· and 
heartfelt gratitude and admiration for an unusual and not pleasant task quickly and calmly 
performed. 

HENRY IV, PART I 

A Shirburnian need not yet be quite in Falstaff's age-group to recall two previous produc
tions by the School of this magnificent play, in 1924 and 1929. Then masters as well as boys 
took part and combined to achieve some moments of good theatre whose vividness has not 
faded from memory. Indeed one of the two interpreters of Falstaff still, happily, irradiates 
the Sherborne scene. But whatever may have been the individual excellences of those produc
tions there can be no doubt that in collective talent and cumulative power the latest outstripped 
them both. 

Inevitably certain criticisms have buzzed about its head-that one actor shouted, that 
another did not speak up, that the performance ran for too long, that Falstaff was not fat enough, 
that the lighting sometimes threw too many of the performers into darkness; yet in retrospect 
none of them has diminished the stature of the whole. To borrow the phraseology of another 
play, they seem by comparison petty, walking under its huge legs and peeping about to find 
themselves dishonourable graves. 

Henry IV, Part I has long been a favourite of the present writer, surviving even the Ordeal 
by Examination. The masterly counterpoint of high seriousness and rich comedy, the range 
and vitality of the characters and the alternations of blazing poetry and nimble, flickering 
prose, combine to make it one of the most wonderfully integrated of all Shakespeare's plays; 
and it is no exaggeration to say that Mr. Glen's production did it justice. 

With the help of the ingenious sets of J. M. Mallam and J. T. Tyler, which were shifted 
before the eyes of the audience, this way and that, up and down, back and forth (with only 
occasional moments of recalcitrance), the transitions from court to tavern and from street to 
battlefield were at once swift, easy and interesting; and the spare oi.:.tlines and plain colouring 
of pillar, platform and pointed arch were constantly enlivened by the glow on shields and banners 
and by the ever varying play of light: in no department of theatrical activity at the School have 
greater strides been made than in the electrician's! 

In performance the play is made or marred by the actor of Falstaff. \\That M. G. M. Morse 
lacks in amplitude of physique, he fully makes up for in range of vocal and facial expression, in 
ease and fitness of gesture, in his acute sense of timing, in the intelligence and sympathy of his 
approach to the part. One after another the famous sayings came across keen and sparkling, 
and often with a new edge. He may not have been "the huge hill of flesh" of one's imagining, 
nor yet the "stuffed cloak-bag of guts", but here at least were all the attributes of reverend 
vice, grey iniquity and father ruffian, with every genial quality that makes Falstaff not only 
witty, as he himself says in the second part of the history, "but the cause that wit is in other men." 
When in the fourth scene of Act IV the sheriff's knocking breaks in upon the mock trial, he 
entirely convinced us that to banish this Jack would be to banish _all the world .. The Prince's · 
"Ldo1 .• l will'\ always brings. a savage shock, and D. S. Ridout did not fail to administer it. He 
and Morse and the producer are to be congratulated on giving this supremely dramatic moment 
its full impact. 

Ridout's Prince, though always lively, graceful and well-spoken, had perhaps a too in· 
genuous charm: his youthfulness, paradoxically, seemed to tell against him. The Hotspur of 
J. U. Fulford was splendidly assured in his self-importance-a lovable braggart as he always 
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is; but was anything gained by g1vmg him a 'twixt-Tweed-and-Humber accent, especially 
when his father, uncle and wife betrayed no apparent provincial intonations? The present 
writer unrepentently hopes he will not again hear "bright ·honour" and "this flower safety"
"plooked". The same comment might go for B. G. C. Holt's smart and slippery cockney of a 
Poins, entertaining piece of verisimilitude though it was: has it not been argued with authority 
that Poins was a second son of a noble house? 

S. L. Purcell spoke up bravely, if a shade loudly, for the King and did not forget to expose 
his underlying sense of guilt; and J. T. Tyler, who sometimes erred at the opposite extreme in 
letting fall too many of his lines to the boards, gave Worcester his full malevolence, gaining his 
effects with well-judged shifts from stillness to significant gesture and by an eloquently sinister 
use of his eyes. In the small part of Mistress Quickly C. H. Black-Hawkins again showed 
himself a most accomplished actor, strutting and fretting and fluffing like some outraged 
bantam. The delightful Welsh scene, dominated by a Glendower (J. A. H. Hall) of prophetic 
bearing and utterance, was delightfully done by all concerned, and the voluble ·welsh is said 
to have been impeccable. 

The battle scenes may be termed-if the term is still current-fabulous. Stage and audi
torium billowed with smoke, hosts of dim figures clashed and grappled in a genuinely exciting 
fray, and the whole manoeuvre proceeded to a controlled rhythm, the duels between the 
principal characters standing out in the general movement like brilliant cadenzas. 

It may be a back-handed compliment to Shakespeare (though he can take it) to say that the 
best moments of the evening came in the finale, which owed nothing to his text, if much to his 
inspiration. The producer re-introduced a singer, in the person of S. R. Key, who had graced 
the tavern scene with his singing of "Fill every glass", and gave him another song from "The 
Beggar's Opera", this time the lovely Irish air which Polly, if memory is not at fault, sings in 
Act II. This wistful, elegiac melody, sung in a pure tenor as the cast assembled in farewell 
and the lights dimmed, seemed to epitomise not only the varied ironies and undertones of the 
play, but with its dying fall to foreshadow the approaching rejection of Falstaff and the ultimate 
cutting-short of the life of the Prince who was later to become King and national hero. The 
production throughout owed much to the music, sensitively arranged and composed by Mrs. 
Lee, and played with the skill it deserved by Miss Seager and her fellow musicians. In sum, 
Mr. Glen and all his colleagues and assistants may reflect with pride upon a memorable artistic 
achievement. 

0.D.H. 

THE C.C.F. 

For the first week of the Easter holidays, Lieut. G. E. H. Gallia, Lieut. T. M. Kitwood, 
the R.S.M., S/Sgt. Thompson and. eighteen cadets carried out arduous training on Brecon 
Beacons and the Black Mountains. It was the first camp of this kind undertaken by the Con
tingent, and was in every way a great success. By the end, the cadets really felt they had 
achieved something, which indeed they had because the combination of a rugged training 
programme, bitterly cold nights, snow on the mountain-tops and driving rain certainly justified 
the adjective "arduous". Sgt. Greig, Cdt. Davidson and Cdt. King passed the course with 
distinction and the remainder all passed. 

The start of the summer term provided a nasty shock when it was known that Lieut. J. R. 
Flory was ill and would not be back, and we wish him a quick recovery. Lieut. Commander 
P. C. Boissier, however, nobly dived into the mothballs to rescue his uniform and once again 
assumed command of the R.N. Section. We are most grateful to him. P.A. Markee became the 
Cadet R.S.M., P.J. Humphrey the Coxwain and]. L .. Warry the Flight Sgt. 

Early in June, thirty-five cadets went over to-:watch a military display at Taunton and were 
most impressed with everything they saw: massed bands, a gun race, tent pegging, motor cycle 
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display, a company in the attack and the Grenadier Guards. Nobody, not already a committed 
regular soldier, actually rushed to sign on as a result of the afternoon, but all were full of 
admiration for the display. 

The early weeks of the term were mainly busy with preparations for the Annual Inpsection, 
which was carried out on Whit Monday by Brigadier J. A. d'Avigdor-Goldsmid, o.B.E., M.c., 
the Deputy Commander, Aldershot District. He took an immense amount of trouble over the 
occasion, even to the extent of coming down a week beforehand to find out about the Contingent, 
and he conducted the Inspection with great thoroughness. Apart from the March Past itself, 
the Ceremonial Parade went very well and the General Salute was the best we had achieved. 
During the Parade, the Band, Sgt. Weall and his Colour Party and B Company, under C.S.M.· 
Kennedy, all earned a special mention. During the Field Training, both on the Assault Course 
and beside the Yeo, the R.N. Section were highly commended, and C.S.M. Holt, Sgt. Fulford 
and the Demonstration Platoon provided a first-class demonstration of the Platoon in the Attack. 
It was a pity that the "noises off" provided by Capt. Beard caused-as the Brigadier put it
"the flags to fly at half-mast" in a nearby chicken farm. This, however, was only a small blot 
on an otherwise successful and enjoyable day. 

The highlight of the occasion was undoubtedly the appearance of the R.M. Cadets from 
Sherborne House on the Ceremonial Parade. Although here for a Whitsun holiday, they 
volunteered to parade, and their turn-out and marching earned high praise from everybody 
and were certainly an example to the rest of the Contingent. 

The report on this Inspection has just been received and is again most encouraging. All 
three Sections are highly commended for their efficiency and enthusiasm, and in his general 
remarks the Brigadier says, "This is the best C.C.F. Contingent that I have seen." 

Soon after the_ Inspectio~ came. the Copimando Platoon Night Ops on Canford Heath. 
These are generally reckoned to have gone better than ever before, thanks largely to the drive 
and initiative of Sgt. Barlow. 

The Basic and Proficiency Tests and the R.A. Classification came rather early in the term, 
owing to the G.C.E., but the results were good-especially as there is now a ban on military 
overtime in Houses. There were no failures at all in either the Proficiency or the R.A. 
Classification. 

And so to Camp. During the summer holidays some R.N. Cadets will be off on a cruise 
and the R.A.F. Section have two camps organised: one at a Bomber Station in East Anglia 
and the other in B.A.O.R. The main body of the Contingent, 160 strong, is embarking in two 
Hermes aircraft at Gatwick Airport on the 26th July; bound for Hohne as the guests of the 1st 
Tank Regiment. Leading up to that great day are many weary and worrying hours of pre
paration, but thanks to the splendid co-operation of the parents it is now beginning to seem as 
though this great adventure really will take place. 
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SCHOOL SOCIETIES 

THE DUFFERS 

Three meeting> were held in the sun1mer term, and, in deference to our Chairman's preference for "human 
characters in the round", all three papers given were biographical. At the first meeting the Secretary spoke about 
Beethoven; our second paper was a most lively and knowledgeable account of T. E. Lawrence, by Mr. Oldham; 
and finally J. B. K. Rickford gave us a fascinating paper on the modem poet Robert Graves. 

We are most grateful to the Headmaster and .l\frs. Powell, to Mr. and Mrs. King, and to Mr. and Mrs. Brook, 
who entertained us so admirably, and to our Chairman, Mr. Green, for his unfailing encouragement. 

F. B. \V. jAMES, Hon. Secretar;•. 

LES PHILOSOPHES 

The society this term, has been thriving. We have had four excellent meetings: (a) a paper by Eglington on. 
"Dreams", an interesting if not revealing subject; (b) a talk on "Democracy" by J. D. Jarret, Esq. which provoked 
great discussion; (c) a paper on "Medieval Thought", by M. G. Morse, which succeeded in righting many false 
ideas about this age; and (d) a Symposium, in which five members from different groups explained why they studied 
the subject they did. (It seemed that studying Science won the day.) 

A notable feature of the meetings this term has been the animated and free discussions. 

Thank you; Mr. Taylor, for the trouble you have taken. 
T. J. WILLIAMSON, Hon. Secretary. 
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THE WILDMAN 

We have met twice this term. At the first meeting 0. F. Clarke was elected to the post of Honorary Secretary. 
The Society discussed the motion: "This House would deplore any decision by the government to sacrifice sovereignty 
and the Commonwealth for inclusion in the Common Market". The house was revealed to be quite well informed 
on this point, if sometimes somewhat facetious. 

For the second meeting we welcomed Mr. Glen and Mr. Leach (J.n.) to debate the motion "This House 
considers that the Forces should follow trams into oblivion". The debate, once the paper speakers had sat down, 
was slow and one-sided. 

Our thanks as ever go to the Chairman who has the unenviable task of listening to us for several hours per 
term, without his interest and advice ever improving the content or delivery of what is said. 

D. F. CLARKE, Hon. Secretary. 
M. G. M. MORSE, Deb. Secretary. 

THE INTERPRETES 

The summer term saw a variety of activities; at the three meetings we saw Rickford's slides of Greece; read 
The Fami[y Reunion by T. S. Eliot; and heard a paper from the Secretary on "The Culture of Byzantium". At a 
Conventus Extraordinarius (Greek Verse speaking v. Bryanston and Bristol) we came second overall, with a con
siderably higher standard than last year. 

Many thanks to our Logothetes, Mr. Glen, for his energetic support and hospitality. 
F. B. W. JAMES, Hon. Secretary. 

LES POLYGLOTTES 

This term's members have been:J. U. Fulford, P.A. Markee, P.R. D. Gould, R. D. E. Lovell, F. S. Wilcox, 
P. S. Tilley. We had two meetings "Im wunderschonen Monat Mai": on the 15th we read as much of "Topaz" 
as time allowed us-a very enjoyable evening. On the 29th Markee's accent as he read a paper on Ronsard was a 
lesson to us all: the paper was plentifully illustrated from Ronsard's poems. We met on 15th June to hear some records 
and tape-recordings of Goethe's poems; the President's gramophone was again invaluable at the last meeting 
(July 3rd) when the secretary endeavoured with its aid to say something about Schumann: he hopes he did not includ:» 
too many of "Die al ten bosen Lieder". 

The term has been on the whole successful and varied. The secretary would urge future generations or 
Polyglottes to prepare their parts well as this can make or ruin a play-reading. 

As always we are more than indebted to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Baker for their enthusiasm and hospitality 
J. U. FULFORD, Hon. Secretary. • 

EPISTOMENES 

Mr. Beard, our Chairman, once again has found us "flicks" and "faces"-to say nothing of "places"-for 
our limited !st year 6th intellects to metaphorically chew. 

The first meeting was held in the Faraday Laboratory, where Sqn.-Ldr. Perrens and Major Chambers from 
the Joint School of Nuclear and Chemical Warfare spoke to us on these two modern aspects of war. They brought 
with them illuminating film-strips of the effects of gases and nuclear "disturbances", and some complex instruments 
measuring something of great complexity,-though it was evidently understood by all but the Hon. Secretary. 

The Films, which were chosen by Mr. Beard, were titled: X-ray Crystallography, The Spectograph, Principles of 
Chromatography, and Farnborough, 1951. These films, adventurously erudite, were well received, (though the historian 
surely would have appreciated one of them more than us scientists!). 

The society took a welcome morning off school-after exams thankfully !-to visit Brutton, Mitchell and Tom's 
Brewery in Yeovil. They enlightened us theoretically and practically, and then oh-so kindly allowed us to appreciate 
the eventual merits of this type offermentation. 

Mr. Beard has put a lot of time and work into the Society, so may I, on behalf of the members, say how much 
we have appreciated and benefited from his enthusiasm over this last year. 

CAM BowrE, Hon. Secretary. 

RAILWAY SOCIETY 
This term meetings have been held every Saturday evening. At these meetings tracklaying on the new 

layout took place. Our thanks are due to Mr. Bruce for the loan of the School House basement. 
D. H. KERR, Hon. Secretary. 
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LE CENACLE 

We have had three very successful.meetings this term1 .the first a paper from P. A. Markee on Balzac; an 
excellent paper, useflilly discussed. The second meeting was a new departure for most members. Written questions. 
were set before a panel (Mr. Currie and Mr. Jarrett) to be answered and discussed. At the last meeting we heard 
T.J. Williamson on Louis Pasteur, an enlightening paper which gave rise to wide discussion. For the enjoyment we 
get from these evenings we continue to thank those who produce papers and our Chairman and Mrs. Currie. 

J.B. K. RICKFORD, Hon. Secretary. 

JAMES RHOADES 

'I11e society has met twice this term, both times to read plays. We thought that we would put the emphasis. 
on American playwrights, so we chose to read firstly Our Wilderness by Eugene O'Neill, which was too long and very 
American, and secondly, A Streetcar Named Desire by T. Williams, which went down very well. 

Yet again, we thank Mr. and Mrs. Stephenson for making the society what it is. 

P. A. J. CoRDINGLEY, Hon. Secretary. 

UNITED SERVICES CLUB 

The first paper of the term was given by Col. Green on Gallipoli. He gave us an interesting and entertaining 
talk on a subject on which he used to lecture to the school corps. 

After slight upheaval in management, we had a second paper: "Submarines" by Napier, about which he 
knew a great deal. The last paper of the term was given by Mr. Sellschop. The Hon. Secretary was not present, 
but hears excellent reports of it. 

Once again, may we extend our thanks to the president and Mrs. Oldham for their warmth and hospitality 
towards the society. 

P. A. J. CoRDINGLEY, Hon. Secretary. 

THE MUSIC CLUB 

The summer term was the Club's second in its revised form, and was highly successful. At the first meeting 
C. M. Melliar-Smith talked about, and played us examples of, Oriental music, covering a very wide field with great 
clarity. At the second meeting the Secretary gave a paper on Debussy, which he illustrated himself) and at the 
third meeting we spent a most entertaining evening with Mr. Langley and three of his pupils from Bristol, on the 
Development of the French Horn. \Ve have still to hear Holloway on the Piano Concerto. 

F. B. \V. jA~IES, Hon. Secretary. 

ORCHESTRA 

This term we have continued with the Cimarosa Overture-The Impresario, but the main work has been 
Pleyel's Sympho'!Y in C: although not too successful to start with, improvement came witl1 repeated rehearsals. 

At the end of the term we spent two rehearsals on Mendelssohn's Trompeten-Ot•erture. 
The orchestra has worked hard although there was no concert at the end of term. l\fany people of course took 

part in the incidental music for the play at <.:ommem. 
It has been a great pleasure to have Miss Seager with us this term and her tremendous perseverance at some 

somewhat nerve·racking !st and 2nd violin rehearsals has been most useful. As always our than:CS go too to Mr. Lee 
for showing such patience and enthusiasm. 

J. u. FULFORD. 

DRAMATIC SOCIETY 

This has been founded to give recognition to those who have contributed notably to school plays in any way 
• as actors, designers, stagehands, etc. 

Those who have sho'\\n sustained interest and effort will be eligible immediatdy after a production. The 
numbers will be kept small in order to make membership something of an achievement. 

R.S.G. 
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THE BAND 

The Band has been unusually quiet this term, I think we must have been consolidating. However, with as low 
an average age as we have at the moment, I am confident that great things can be expected of us in the next two 
or three years. 

The 'great event of the term was, of course, the Annual Inspection. Cheers for our Bandmaster's scheme for 
marching the troops· past! We played the Carmen only sixteen times instead of thirty-two. This was just as well, 
because in the afternoon we fought an historic and rousing battle, with (mostly) blanks. But the odd live round 
issued from the trumpet player left to fire on the open range. 

\Ve are sorry to be losing so many of our best musicians at the end of term. We wish them well. 
Our appreciation of Mr. Ullman's lively perseverance is hard to show. 

S. R. KEY, Band Sergeant. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 

The general standard of work in the darkrooms this term has been better than for some time. But members 
have been leaving them in a terrible state. This must stop, it is selfish and inconsiderate. I hope the new premises 
will be ready next term and that these will stimulate more interest. 

J. M. B. RussELL, Hon. Secretary. 

THE FISHING CLUB 

Several expeditions have been made to Sutton Bingham, and one to Chew Valley, which were only moderately 
successful but most enjoyable. Fly-tying has continued. An expedition to the Dovey is planned for next holidays. 

Our thanks are due to Mr. Gallia for his unwearying enthusiasm and assistance. · 
F. B. W. JAMES, Hon. Secretary. 

THE ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

\Ne have had three expeditions this term. The first was.to Brownsea Island, Poole Harbour, where we visited 
the gullery and got chased off by .an irate warden.· The other two expeditions were to the bird sanctuary on the Chesil 
Bank, where there is a colony of terns nesting. Many photos were taken and we found ·an Arctic tern breeding, 
one of the first records for the south of England. .. · 

We would like to thank Dr. Purdy and Mr. Chatterton who made the expeditions to the Chesil Bank possible. 
I. R. PEILL. 

THE GRAMOPHONE SOCIETY 

The membership is still surprisingly low, although we have a very large stock of records, both L.Ps. and 78s. 
There is a possibility that next term we may reintroduce concerts of little-known works on record and. this should. 
help to get the Club on its feet again. · 

Our thanks, as usual, go to Mr. \Viles, who spends a long time deciding which records to add to ·our collection. 
N. H. TAYLOR, Hon. Secretary. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

In spite of a decrease in membership progress has been rapid on the site of the villa and for Commem. we 
were able to show visitors an impressive array of holes, walls and floors and a ten ton pile of earth. For those who 
could not get out to the site we laid on a sizeable exhibition which included a large selection of pottery, wall and 
roofing materials and a ring, knife and spoon. 

Excavations have now reached a critical stage and we soon hope to uncover a tesselated pavement. 
Once again our thanks go to Mr. Leach and Mr. Glen for 'their ihelp ·and for the enthusiasm they 

have instilled into the "faithful few". Also thanks to various members of the Lister Establishment for brightening 
some of the darker days this term. · 

T.J. G. WEALL, Hon •. Secretary. 
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CORRESPONDENCE -

To the Editor of The Shirburnian, 

Dear Sir, 

Of all the magazines the School receives, The Shirburnian is comparable only to The Tank ·as far as interest, 
and literary talent goes. Something must be done about this. · 

. The Shirburnian this term-half a term late-is dull and pretentious. It is a sober chronicle and not a magazine. 
The literary section is non-existent, while the whole magazine is thin in both quantity and quality. It is not without 
some good points: the editorial is not the usual bundle of platitudes, while some of the criticism is both amusing 
and original. For the rest, the humour hardly sustains the remaining thirty-four pages. There are too many mistakes 
and the photographs render the subjects unrecognisable. 

There are, of course, several reasons for the bad Shirburnians lately. No one writes. But who w.ill write to a 
tombstone which no one reads, is not paid, and has his work unattractively mounted? Writing to The Shirburnian 
is neither profitable, economical, nor artistically satisfying. Ever since Vol. I No. l, The Shirburnian has had the 
tradition of being totally unsatisfactory and nothing can be done about it. Vol. Lii No. l is no exception and no 
one expects any change in Vol. Lii No. 2; Several methods of inducing people to write, have been exploited. ·The 
more daring is photographs of the editors in bizarre dress, the usual is posting a list of people who "will'' write. 
There is ho personal contact between editor and potential contributors. Ne\v and economical printers ni.iist be 
patronised. The archaic mire that The Shirburnian has become is epitomised in that cover. 

A long over-due change is vital. Possibly a "chronicle" [in a grey cover] the size of the Blue Book organised 
by the school prefect without a job who is usually fobbed off with The Shirburnian. This can be produced at the 
beginning of each term, while at the end of the term a "commentary" could be_produced by three "go-ahead" 
editors. A complete change in ·policy, name, cover, presentation and price for The Shirbumiiin is obligatory. A few 
more than the sparse thirty-six pages of The Shirburnian would be welcome, as would be a few rewards. Editors 
should be chosen for their ability rather than a reward for services rendered. The magazine embracing satire, 
criticism, ideas, views ·and artistic endeavour, would be widely read and the frustrated writer would easily find his 
audience. Personal request for. articles on the part of the eQ.itor would embolden the shy and inarticulate. This 
type of school magazine would be read and enjoyed by tl:ie school, whose magazine it would undoubtedly be. 

c. H. BLACK-HAWKill.'S. 

To the Editor of The Shirburnian, 

Dear Sir, 

· School House, 
Sher borne, 

Dorset. 
2ndJuly, 1962. 

Various schools have experimented with the idea of a half term in the middle of the long Christmas term, 
and found it to be a great success. It is always greatly appreciated by parents and boys; the parents avoiding the 
great expenses of their termly visit, and the boys returning from their weekend considerably refreshed to star~ the 
new half. Couldn't we try this? · · · 

Yours, 

S.H.~. 
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Dear Eds., 
Concerning your article on "Lads" in the last edition, I should like to correct you on one small point. A true 

"Lad" .never wears a Windsor knot in his tie: only the intellectual pseudo-Lad does this, and may I say how much 
I deplore this knot on anyone. 

By the way, of the "Misfit", "Blimp" and "Lad", which would T.H.-your last Ed.-have placed himself 
as. Just "Ed."? 

Yours, Cheers, etc., 
A WALLOP SLOSHER. 

[We cannot but disagree with your first paragraph. We find ours most tasteful, nor do we consider ourself 
an "intellectual pseudo-lad." 

T.V.H. was, like all the great, unclassifiable. So are we.-Ed.[ 

Dear Sirs, 
Writing as two eminent members of recruits company, we feel that it is our duty to express the pent-up feelings 

of the average recruit. 
"If you don't want a life of adventure, don't join the Army" to quote a famous member of the high brass. What, 

in fact, does this mean. \Ve presume that the converse of this statement is that life is adventurous. The crux of 
the matter is what do we consider adventurous. Are we to imagine, for instance, that pushing our bicycles up 
Dancing Hill, wth a burden of weighty tents, and on reaching the summit, having the thrilling adventure of pitching 
the tents; only to pull them down again, are we to imagine for one minute that this is adventure? 

Or on the other hand, sitting "at attention" in a stuffy classroom, in all our "spit and polish" listening raptly 
to our Sergeant friend expounding on how to find magnetic north from true north, do we truthfully consider this 
to be an adventure? 

Finally, we are not content to let sleeping dogs lie, and our last cry is 
"Night Ops. for Recruits Coy." 

Yours sincerely, 
C.A.R.B. and J.H.H 

Dear Sir, 
The prefects' singing in chapel is getting progressfrely worse. The four new prefects instituted in the middle 

of term find it increasingly difficult to keep in tune with the organ and their fellows at the same time. It is also very 
awkward for the boy on the chair when, (I), the prefect decides to take his hymn book and (2), drops not only the 
hymn book but the others as well. I therefore make a suggestion that school prefects should undergo another voice 
examination and if the voice is not up to standard the person concerned should be allowed to abstain from .fillging 
in chapel. 

A DEAFEXED FAG 

Dear Sir, 
Doubtless this has been said before, but let me say it once again-in this school at the moment far too much 

importance is being attached t~ games. It seen_is that in most cases the boys.that enjoy the greatest succi:ss at Sherborne 
are those who have done well m games. It will be seen that most of the ties that can be worn are gwen for success 
in some sport or other. Recently also the "Bloods" were given an even greater share of glory-they are now allowed 
to wear l\fajor or Minor Sports Ties every day. Now is this a correct state of affairs? Should not the intellectuals 
be allowed to enjoy some "kudos"? It is rumoured that an Upper Sixth Tie has been proposed, but so far we have 
not seen it. Surely work should play just as important a part in the school curriculum as games. It is no longer 
possible to get into Oxford or Cambridge en the merits of games alone-the standard of work required by most 
of the colleges is getting higher and higher. Therefore is it not about time that the real intellectual, who probably 
has no talent at all for games, should stop being looked dov.n upon as somebody who spends most of his time working 
in his study and who rarely puts in an appearance on the games field? In actual fact, he is probably the person 
who wilt gain the greatest renm\n for the School by winning a scholarship at some university. 

Yours, etc., 

I Ve take off our hats to • • • 
The mother of a boy who asked a house matron if her son could have a T.N. T. injection. 
To the boy who asked "Who is the Diocesan Quoter?" 
To the master who said: "He is slowly growing up very rapidly". 
To the boy who, when asked who was chairman of the Duffers, replied, "Mrs. Duff". 

N.J.A.· 
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LITERARY 

PROLOGUE 1962 

Delivered by B. G. C. HoLT 

Prologues like compliments are loss of time, 
Says Garrick. Doubly then is this my rhyme, 
Guilty of temporal improvidence, 
Being a Prologue full of compliments. 
But by tradition's absolute decree 
Speeches must begin with poetry. 
And Garrick's statement obviously teaches 
That Garrick never came to Sherborne's Speeches. 
First, then, I ask the Muse's inspiration 
{If that is not too near co-education) 
How easy it would be 
To declaim in free 
Rhapsody 
And just say 
In any way 
How nice it is to see you all today. 
But since we always have both rhyme and rhythm 
Your Prologue needs Apollo's daughter with him. 
Welcome to Sir Robert Mansergh! 
That's a name I barely can, Sir 
Fit to rhyme. Instead I've don a 
Welcome to the Master Gunner. 
This gallant man's urge, says Who's \Vho, 
Is horticulture-there's my cue-
A master gunner well it suits 
To be preoccupied with shoots. 

Now let's tum to Portsmouth's Bishop. 
Here a disconcerting mishap. 
\Ve'd heard his name was Lancelot: 
"At last a rhyme for Medlycott? !" 
We cried. But we alas forgot 
They've trans(er)lated Lancelot. 
Undaunted we press boldly on 
And welcome give to Portsmouth's John: 
That he ·preached a splendid sermon 
Is a point that we'll go firm on. 
Next our governors we greet 
And as is only right and meet 
I rack my agitated mind 
To see if.ever I can find 
A fitting rhyme for Ian Jacob. 
But nothing-nothing !-can I make up. 
A listener: 
Hey! That's last year's rhyme! come on wake-up! 
Head of School: 
Good enough is what that's not, 
So let's pass on to Medlycott. 
Haha! You see! That's twice in rhymy 
Verse I've dealt with that old stymie. 
And what shall I more say? For time would fail me to 
tell of Gideon and of Barak, of Sampson and Salisbury 
and Salt, of Crutchley and Colfox, of the Canon from 
Cambridge and Cordy, ofDigby's two, 



Take a deep breath, we're nearly through, 
Geoffrey O'Hanlon and Humphrey's-Davies, 
Trelawny Ross-you see, they gave us 

.Little trouble with our mette, 
We might have had to be off-beatre. 
Hail, gubernatorial phalanx 
May your finances ever balanx. 

What's happened I must next survey. 
The seminary up the way 
Has now become so democratic 
Their summer dress is quite prismatic; 
While we are apt to get a licking 
If footwear smacks of winkle-picking. 
Concession one was made to chic
Colours ties worn all the week. 
The Abbey has a brand new clock 
But I remember rigid shock 
On hearing that for many moons 
We wouldn't have its joyous booms. 
Into this world of silence came 
A Princess of renown and fame. 
Marina was amongst us here, 
And so gargantuan was the cheer 
With which those present tickled heaven 
The Abbey clock-yea, striking even, 
Could not have made a braver noise 
Than did the School's six hundred boys. 
Well might they roar. Eleven years is it or 
Twelve since we had a royal visitor 
Since then the clock has mended 
And once we heard it strike thirteen. 
But, worthy friends, that is not all. 
It should not then have struck at all:. 
But once again it's being naughty, 
And dithers round abcut 5.40. 
Then, to make me more irate, 
It changed its hands to half-past-eight. 
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Now at last they've made it chime 
And our diversions are on time. • • • 
In the dove-cote you can ·see 
Pigeons (Latin name-"columbae") 
But I don't know for the life of me 
Wherever they were come by. 

• • • 
\\'e often hear the masters prattling 
Of some new pedagogic bratling. 
But what has happened to the rule 
That babies get us out of school? 
In days of old, no lie it is, you 
Got a half for masters' issue. 
Next a plaintive word must fleet 
Its winged way to Downing Street, 
Telling Mr. Selwyn-Lloyd 
How grievously we are annoyed; 
A word, in short, to let him know he 
Has made a difference in Towey. 
Let him when next he does his sums 
Squeeze anything but Sherborne turns. 
But time runs short, and still my task 
Remains undone: I've yet to ask
(Chiefwears a look of premonition. 
He's always anti-intermission). 
Remember, sir, a royal smile 
Has brightened up this ancient pile; 
Ncte also that our educators 
Are pushing full perambulators
\Vhy not some slight abbreviation 
Of studies as a celebration? 
Vv"e love our School,. love every minute 
That we are busy working in it; 
But holidays, sir, make us ponder 
That absence makes the heart grow fonder. 

My time. has ccme. Good friends, Adieu, 
You've had the Prologue '62. 
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CONTEMPLATION (AFTER BANDELAIRE) 

0 mi~ery of mine, fret not, but rest; 
For-slowly, downward-creeps your longed-for eve 
The town is darkly by its breath caressed: 
A peaceful hour for some while many grieve. 
These mortals, common rabble-bowed beneath 

The lash of Pleasure, merciless and strong
Find grief's rewards: the la.urel and the wreath. 
But, aching heart, leave far behind this throng. 
And come with me. See how in yonder sky 
The lifeless Ages, once resplendant, lie; 
And there Remorse climbs slowly from the deep. 
Behold, the Sun slumps, sinks, and goes to sleep, 
And look, my love, and hark: it is the night 
Unfurling shroud-like ... eastward ... out of sight. 

j. U. FULFORD 

FRET NOT, BUT REST .... 

Andrew was tired. He had been working all day, and he felt he must go to bed and have 
some sleep. At last, with all fagging, reds and blues done, he dropped into bed. He was not 
to sleep yet, though. The dormitory were seeing if they could make their faces go red. He could 
not resist joining in. This was his undoing. 

Everybody said he could do it well, so he staggered up to the mirror and tried again. 
Nothing seemed to happen. The effort made him giddy. He wobbled at the knees, and stag
gered towards his bed. Whether it was because he had worked so hard, or because of his giddi
ness, as he staggered into his bed, climbing through a casement window, he felt no surprise 
when he fell down a long drop and found water and ice at the bottom. As he was climbing into 
bed he had felt hands clutching at him, but he had launched a fist at them and they let go. 

He staggered out and went into the nearest house. The owner came down and glared at 
him. "Is this the house of Robert Bowden?" His voice sounded wrong. "I am he." A 
sepulchral "No!" echoed ,through the stillness of the night. At each house on the road he got 
the same "No!" Never anything else. He felt he was going mad. "No!" "No!" "No!" 
"NO!" Now that was all he could say. 

Something still and small told him in the bottom of his mind that his name was Andrew 
Wall, and he lived in Morting House, Raglan College, but he did not know how to express it. 

At the third cry of "Wall, get into bed!" he picked himself up from the floor in front of 
the mirror and staggered into bed. His sleep that night was dreamless. 

T. F. l\fAssm 
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We are the generation, 
People condemned, 
sentenced to sink into lifelong oblivion, 
amongst our ignorant, massive population, 
sentenced to generalization and eveness. 

We try self expression, 
futile attempt. 
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We are designed to be crushed by regulations, 
our juvenile attempt for our individual preservation, 
immortality and freedom, is gone; 
We sink into oblivion. 

Corps. No. 06 

MARCHING TO GLORY 

Hurry up, full into line, 
By Political parties, Religious sects. 
Blue or Red, High or Low, 
Line up and wait for the fall-out blow. 

Let's go to heaven in uniforms, 
Bowler hat, brief-case and rolled umbrella, 
Let us, the blues, in first, then the red, 
Keep class distinction, although we're dead. 

Behold that man, all glorious and shining, 
Behold his pierced hands and feet, 
Clothed in white. Where's his brief-case ? 
Throw him out, he's not for this place. 

J. H. BEATTIE 

"DIVINITY DOTH HEDGE A MASTER •.. " 

No master is the same as another. Each master has his own characteristics. Some are very 
bent, sometimes from the war, sometimes from illness, sometimes from old age, and sometimes 
just through being a schoolmaster. Other masters make odd noises to keep their pupils awake: 
some masters have water-pistols for that purpose. One or two masters are very old fashioned in 
discipline and others are very lax. Some master dress well, others don't bother. The occasional 
master is very liable to wander off the point and waste a whole lesson, much to the enjoyment 
of the pupils. Now and then a master tries to be funny, but never succeeds. In Chapel the 
older masters usually curl up and go to sleep: the younger masters sit with a straight back and 
appear to be very attentive, though in fact they are probably thinking about games. Soµie 
masters have two or more of these traits, but' masters are always different. 

M.C.R.B. 
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"DIEU ET MON DROIT" 

It was a hot summer's day and the courts shimmered in the heat. All was quiet save for 
the one-way rumble of traffic in Cheap Street, but I barely took this in as I ambled across the 
gravel. Outside the main gate I was suddenly awakened by a polite cough and a gruff voice 
with a naval accent said, "Excuse me, old chap." Instinctively I replied, "Yes, sir!" and before 
I was fully aware of the fact, I found myself in conversation with a couple of school characters. 

"Hot today, isn't it?" 

"Yes, I must say I've never known it so warm," I replied, "but we can at least cool off irt 
the swimming-bath or take our coats off." 

"We don't have m.uch ofa coat," said the second character in a Wessex accent, "but what 
we have got leaves us cold in winter and shabby in summer. I agreed that they did look rather 
untidy and that their arms were pretty washed out. 

The owner of the gruff voice smiled and adjusted his faded crown to a rakish angle and 
said, "Up till now we haven't liked to ask to be repainted." His dull red companion nodded his. 
head and murmured something about "last done 1946." "But," he continued, "we are rather 
proud of ourselves and feel a bit ashamed after what people said about us at Commem." His. 
friend again nodded and lost his balance and was only just able to stop himself falling off his 
rightful perch. "\Ve wondered," he panted, "if you would put in a word for us ... just a few 
shillings' worth of paint . . . please." 

They both looked so sorrowful that'! 'promised to write to the next Shirburnian about them 
With that settled the lion and the griffon smiled and returned to their stony duty of supporting 
the arms over the main gate. 

T.J.G.W. 
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HIGH SUMMER 

The crazy paving is hot under my feet 
The petunias are blooming. 
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The whole garden is a conglomeration of colour. 
Nothing matters but the sun, a little gentle gardening, 

perhaps to read a book in the sun. 

Strawberries, 
Two ripe strawberries: 
Just enough for the pair of us. 

We shall bathe in the evening, when the tide is low 
and the rock is hot under our feet. 

Nothing else matters. 
Nothing matters at all. 

EXAM MADNESS 

sun and heat 
and sweat. dead beat. 
no wind. no breeze. 
no cool. no. not even enough to stir the trees. 
and sleep incessantly comes drugging on. 

Oh hell. 
all's well 
that ends. and soon 
the toil and labour of the afternoon 
will all be gone. · :, 

then peace and quiet-· 
a mental diet 
will come and I shall rest 
at" last. how blest 
are the sleepy, for they shall' soon. drop off he said. 

but no. not now. 
I can't. I must think now. 
exams are here. . 
of course they are, it's the hottest time of the year. 
Oh hell, who was the Fred who said 
that, and to whom. 
contexts, I never could. . . , Boom. 
wossat? 
abbey's burning. abbey's burning 
parley-vous parley-vous 
sonnez les matines sonnez les matines 
God, it's hot and the window cleaner. 
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ELEMENTARY MATHS, SUMMER '62 

Lights burning at half an hour to go midday. 
Two times three plus four equals 
That the soul be without knowledge it is not good 

(Hear, Hear!) 
In the room the masters come and go, 
Talking of Michelangelo; 
The flies buzz busily on the wall, 
Distrai;:tin.g all. 
Pens, biros, scribble with hands 
Passing over foolscap like flies. 
0 to be 
Two times three 
outside 
minus five 
in the sun 
times one 
equals stop writing! 
Certificate Number 221 stroke 525 
equals 53 
That the pen be without ink it is not good, 
Specially as Hurry up please it is time, 
Stop writing times four point square root 156 
Lights dimly burning 

no time to go 
at half-past twelve. 

T. s. EINSTEIN 

" THE WINE-DARK SEA· " 
(Homer) 

The savage strength of the wind, surging along the flattened shores of Crete, converted the 
previously lethargic ripples of the great Mediterranean into a spasmodic pandemonium of 
heaving monsters. The small vessels ofHeraclion writhed painfully, like determined flies clinging 
to the wizened wrinkles of white-haired old men in a permanent state of epilepsy. One of the 
unfortunate occupants of this picturesque harbour was the Semiramis, whose wild dance in 
the grey waters did not blend with the slow shuffie of the grey-faced passengers as they clam
bered uncertainly up the gangway, and whose anticipation of the night to come bore thoughts 
which were probably more grey than either boat, sea or their own hollow cheeks. 

The presence of all passengers on board being assured, the difficult drill of casting off 
accomplished, and the dangerous task of nosing out of the harbour into the mountainous sea 
of the Aegean successfully carried out, the Semiramis, so small in the giant waves, bravely turned 
westwards and began her long struggle towards her next destination, two hundred miles away. 

Few people ventured towards the lounge that evening, where an optimistic writer of the 
brochure had promised a gay time with informal dances. The slow whining music itself only 
succeeded in aggravating the already aggravated nerves of its uncomfortable listeners; and the 
frequent discords, a result of the sudden. pitches of the· boat, seemed to reflect what was hap
pening in most people's stomachs. As the notes became weaker; so the faces of the unhappy 
bandsmen steadily approached the colour of their bright yellow uniforms. 

Attendance in the dining-room was, needless to say, non-existent, except for a large German 
battle-axe who could be seen to visibly expand as she disposed of all the rich Greek .delicacies 
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promised, again by our friend the author. of the brochure, to all passengers of the Semiramis. 
These latter had, for some time, formed a long line of bending bodies embracing the leeward 
rail in a vain attempt to bequeath the delicacies they hadn't had to the hungry Aegean. • Some 
of the non-nautical passengers innocently tried to make their presentation on the windward 
side of the boat, and in doing so generously shared their problem with those standing behind 
them. 

If things were active on deck,· they were occurring no less rapidly down below. Im
maculately dressed stewards were rushing- endlessly between a large pile of suggestive white 
boxes, and bodies awkwardly inclined on the rolling bunks, who obligingly filled these boxes 
for the stewards to return to another. rapidly expanding pile. An old English grandmother was 
observed to rush in a state of frenzy down the whole length of the boat, bearing on her face 
an expression of utter anguish, and clutching on her stomach a pair of trembling hands, to 
disappear mysteriously through a door prominently marked "Messieurs". 

The music died away altogether, the battle-axe retired to her comfortable bed with a 
feeling of complete satisfaction, still puzzled why everybody should look so miserable on their 
annual holiday; the Semiramis pounded away on her painful journey, and the uncomfortable 
and restless night passed slowly on. 

A ray of unsuspecting sunlight, and the gentle, monotonous motion of the boat woke the 
troubled dreams of the sleeping passengers. The awkward-looking cocoons, woven with the 
ship's blankets on the foredeck in an unsuccessful attempt to escape from reality, stirred as the 
weary occupants raised themselves to gaze upon the picturesque landscape of Rhodes. Rhodes, 
the wonderful island of the crusaders, brought revived and enthusiastic anticipation to the 
tourists on board. Nevertheless, as they cautiously stepped onto the firm and enticing soil, 
there was a common thought in the minds of the passengers-coIT1mon, that is, to all except our 
Gei:'Ilia:n,fri~nd; -whose tlioughts·were still"ertgaged ill' ·the ccsl:a:sies oflast riighf's· diriner. This 
was that next time they visited the Aegean it would be in June, and not in April. 

LANGUAGE 

It had rained, 
And the '''aters covered the hills. 

On the water's face a sea-gull moved, 
Seeking a perch. 

And finding none, she sank, 
More or less gracefully, to the surface; 
Settled, surveyed in haughty idleness 
The wastes of water, her domain. 

Small wonder, then, 
That when she saw a ship afloat, where else 
\Vas sea, she knew alarm. 

Of use at last, she surged 
On slow pliant wings from the sea, to fly 
With her message into the ignorant dark, to land 
·Primaeval-

" Ark!" 
And the waters heard, and did not understand •. 

D. c. M. SMITH 
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GAMES 

CRICKET 1962 

The 1962 XI was probably the best for several years. The side gained In confidence as the season advanced 
and always batted very well. The bowling lacked depth, though, and on at least two occasions lacked the penetration 
and variety to finish off the job of bowling out the opposition. P. R. D. Gould was a most effective captain, apart 
from scoring over 350 runs and taking 30 wickets; he had a good grip on the side, and he had a fair understanding 
of the tactics of the game. A. S. Legg kept wicket well, improving all the time, but he had little chance with the bat. 
A.J. \\'hiteway, in his own individual way, was a successful opener, although sometimes batting with excessive caution. 
T. \\'. Marshall had several good scores, and began to bat with confidence towards the end of the season. The same 
applies to J. H. M. Hoskyns-Abrahall, though he had fewer innings. A. D. Brearley, nosty !is twith the bat, 
was always good for a few quick runs, and fielded well. G. T. Webb-Wilson was probably the most improved 
cricketer in the side. working very hard at his game, and A. D. M. Gray also came on a good deal, and rarely 
bowled badly. S. P. Cavey seemed to have little opportunity throughout the season, and lost confidence in his bowl
ing, but he was a useful member of the team, as was H. C. Ridgwcll, who invariably thought little of the opposition, 
but was often denied the chance of getting at them. M. J. Scotland and S. B. Gavin played their part as opening 
bowlers, Gavin though, handicapped by injury, was never really at his best. 

ScHOOL (182/9) v. FREE FORESTERS (242/2 decl.) May 12. Drawn. 
A very strong batting side hit the School bowling hard, and G. C. Tordoff, an experienced county player 

scored soundly. The School had little chance of winning but they batted quite soundly, and staved off defeat. ' 

SCHOOL (182/7 dee!.) v. DORSET RANGERS (152/9). May 19. Drawn. 

The School were unlucky not to win, for they had the edge throughout, but were unable to separate the 
Rangers' last pair of batsmen. 

·. SHEREORNE v. CLIFTON. '26th May. Match drawn. 

Clifton went in to bat and were soon in trouble losing their opening pair for 3 runs. A stand of 50 between 
Alpass and White put them.in a more favourable position but they then lost 2 quick wickets and at lunch they were 
72 for 4. After lunch prcgress was slow but they eventually declared at 201for6 wickets (Wilson 68*, King 40) at 
4.10 p.m. leaving Sherborne to score 202 in 140 mins. A draw was inevitable and the only batsmen who showed any 
form was Whiteway (64*) who was only supported by Ridgwell (20). A dismal draw from what could have been an 
exciting match was the final outcome. 
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.SHERBORNE v. WESTMINSTER. 1st and 2nd June. Upper. 

Westminster winning the toss elected to bat. They were soon in trouble with the score at 45 for _4 ;tp.d thinsg 
went from bad to worse for them and they were all out for 106 at·2.30 on the first day, Gray taking 4 for 39. By 
6.15 Sherborne had taken a first innings lead of 102 with Brearley scoring a promising 38 in his first match. The 
second day promised to hold little surprising in store, and this was the case. Westminster scored 147 for 9 with 
Willoughby retired hurt, leaving Sherborne 46 runs to win. They were rattled up with little difficulty by 2.30 and 
.Sherborne won by 9 wickets. A convincing win in a somewhat disappointing game, notable for some promising 
bowling by Gray and Gould. 

SHERBORNE v. DOWNSIDE at Downside on June 9th, Match Drav.n. 
Sher borne went into bat and were soon in trouble, losing A. J. Whiteway when the score was 9 and P, R. J· 

Gould at 24. A fine stand of66 between T. \V. Marshall who scored 52 andJ. H. L. Hoskyns-Abrahall who scored 
65. Supported admirably by some brisk batting from H. C. Ridgewell (26), G. T. Webb-Wilson (20) and A. D. 
Brearley (31 not out). Sherborne declared at 219 for 7 leaving Downside to score 220 in 177 mins. In 50 mins, 
before tea Downside scored 20 runs and after that they seemed to resign themselves to the fact that a draw was 
inevitable and by close of play they had scored 147 for 5 (Audlaw 57 not out). 

RADLEY V. SHERBORNE 
Radley won the toss and batted. At lunch they had scored 96 losing two wickets early on to Gray and 

.Scotland. In the hour afterwards 90 runs were added and Radley made a generous declaration. 
Sherborne made a disastrous start in reply losing Whiteway and Gould for only 13. \Vith half the side out 

for 68 Webb-\Vilson and Brearley came together and by a determined stand of 49 enabled Sherborne to reach 161-7 
at the close. Marshall was unlucky to kick his wicket arter scoring 48. The following morning Sherborne went for 
quick runs and an undefeated last wicket stand of 32 between Gray and Scotland enabled them to declare only 
10 behind. Radley lost two batsmen in Gray's opening over, both caught behind by Legg. After lunch they collapsed 
from 76-2 to 103-8 and were finally all out for 126 leaving Sherborne 2! hours to score 137. 

The bowling was extremely accurate and the fielding good .. Sherborne quic)dy lost Whitev.'ay and MarshaU 
but Gould and Webb-\\'ilson settled down to consolidate the position in a valuable partnership of 65. Hoskyns
Abrahall with a cover-drive for four completed a commendable victory with ten minutes to spare. 

ScHOOL (226/6 decl.) i·. D. J. W. BRIDGES' XI (228/8). June 23. Lost. 
A level match, with the School being beaten off the last ball of the last over, amid scenes of considerable 

.excitement • 

. SHERBORNE v. :MARLBOROUGH. July 7th. Match dra\\n, 
Sherborne batting first, lost Webb-Wilson at 23. Marshall and Whiteway then put on 145 before Whiteway 

was caught for 104 (in 148 mins.). Marshall went soon afterwards and of the middle order batsmen only Gould 
was at his ease, but Sherbome were able to declare with six wickets dov.n. 

Marlborough started fairly confidently against the opening attack, but the wicket was taking spin and when 
-Gould came on they found him virtually unplayable and he took all the seven wickets that fell, including that of 
Griffith who was stumped off his third ball. Had Sherhome possessed a good off spin bowler they must surely have 
won the match • 

.8cHooL (102/3) v. M.C.C. (101). July 14th. Won. 
A very competent performance by the School, with accurate bowling and steady batting. 

Results: Played 11; Won, 3; Drawn 6; Lost 1; Abandoned 1. 
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1st XI BATTING AVERAGES 

Innings N.O.'s Total 
Highest 

Score Ave 
A. D. Brearley 7 3 130 38 43.33 
P.R. D. Gould II 2 350 73 38.88 
A • .J. Whiteway 12 2 377 104 37.70 
S. P. Carey 6 3 98 41* 32.66 
T. W. Marshall 12 2 309 59 30.90 
G. T. Webb-Wilson 8 236 48 29.50 
.J. H. L. Hoskyns-Abrahall 9 3 115 65 19.16 
H. C. Ridgwell 8 1 91 26 13.00 
A. S. Legg II 1 108 26 10.80 

Also batted 
A. D. M. Gray 3 32 19* 32.00 
S. B. Gavin 2 35 33 17.5 
N. ]. Scotland 2 2 9 9* co 

1st XI BOWLING AVERAGES 

Overs Maidens Runs Wickets Ave. 
A. D. M. Gray 209.1 59 517 32 16.19 
P. R. D. Gould 187.5 46 539 30 17.96 
S. B. Gavin 48 9 125 6 20.83 
N. ]. Scotian:! 71 12 257 8 32.12 
S. P. Carey 81 18 313 8 38.50 

TENNIS '62 

Sherborne tennis prospects for this summer term were indeed very encouraging as all 6 colours remained, 
the team having only lost twice to schools last season and Mr. Sellschop, a South African Davis Cup player, was a 
member of the staff and able to give the team exterisive coaching. 

The team certainly reached the standards expected of it, not being beaten by any school side and beating 
Dartmouth 9-0. The team only just lost ~o the O.S. 4-5 and Millfield 4-5. Millfield tennis is really only to be 
compared with school tennis as.Jack Kramer's professionals are compared with amateurs. The team at the end of 
the season was: 

1st pair: F.J. WILCOX and R. D. E. LOVELL 
2nd pair: A. M. MARTIN and I. C. MACKAY-DICK 
3rd pair: A. D. DESMOND and 0. F. CLARKE 
R. N. T. Short also was awarded his colours. 

The Tennis VI took on a completely new light this term under the coaching ofMr.J • .J. Sellschop. The team 
learnt to give their full concentration during games, to train seriously, as can be exemplified by the weight training 
that was done, to put an easy shot away 9 times out of 10 and to play using· definite tactics. Not only did the 
attitude improve brought about by no talking during a game in matches, but also temperament was controlled 
by the end of the season by forbidding of any form of noise or gesticulation after playing a bad shot. 

J.J.S. has been an excellent coach and most of the credit for our successful season must go to him. I would 
like to take this as an opportunity of thanking him on behalf of the team for the tremendous help and enthusiasm 
he has given to us. 

I think a special tribute ought to be paid to Wilcox and Lovell who won the Dorset Schools Competition for 
the second year in succession. 

Both the 1st VI and the colts had an unbeaten season and the 2nd VI only lost 3 matches so overall the season 
has been the best Sher borne has seen for some time. Two old colours will be here next year, 4 of the 2nd VI and all 
the colts team. 
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~CHOOL MATCHES 
Marlborough (A) 
Dauntsey's (H) 
Taunton (H) 
Downside •• 
'A' VI v. Kingswood (A) 
Bryanston (H) 
Clifton (A) 
Blundell's (A) 

Won 7; Lost O; Drawn l. 

CLUB MATCHES 
Col. Grimley's VI .• 
St. Edmund Hall 
Col. Holmes' VI 
Dartmouth 
o.s. 
Millfield 

1st pair: CUNNINGHAM and PULLIN 

1st VI RECORD 

2nd VI RECORD 

2nd pair: CANDLER and S.-PERKINS (captain) 
3rd pair: JONAS and HILL 

King's College, Taunton 1st VI (H) 
Dauntsey's (H) 
Clayesmore 1st VI (H) 
Wellington 'A' VI (A) 
Downside (H) 
Bryanston (A) 
Canford 'A' VI (H) 
Millfield (H) 
Blundell's (A) 

\Yon 6; Lost 3; Drawn 0. 

COLTS VI RECORD 
1st pair: R. N. T. SHORT and M. P. BAKER 
2nd pair: STONE AND AMOORE 
3rd pair: \'\'EDSTER-SMITH and PRIOR 

Marlborough VI (A) 
Dauntsey's VI (H) 
Taunton IV (H) 
Kingswood IV (A) 
Bryanston VI (A) •• 
Clifton IV (A) 
Millfield VI (H) 

Won 7; Lost O; Drawn 0. 

HOUSE PAIRS COMPETITION 

Drew 3-4 
Won 8-1 
Won 8-1 
Won 9--0 
Won 6-3 
Won 9--0 
Won 7-2 
Won 7-2 

Lost 1-8 
Lost 2-7 
Lost 0-9 
Won 9--0 
Lost 4-5 
Lost 4-5 

Lost 
\\'on 
Won 
Lost 
Won 
Won 
\\'on 
\\'on 
Lost 

Won 
\\'on 
\Von 
Won 
\Von 
\\'on 
\Von 

3-6 
5-5 
8!-! 
4-5 
5!-3!-
7-2 
9--0 
7!-11-
4-5 

51-3! 
4--0 
4--0 
4--0 
6H!-
3!-! 
7-2 

63 

The Senior Competition was won by Harper House, who beat the holders, Lyon, in the first round, Schoof. 
House 'B' in the second round and Westcott in the final. Harper were represented by Short and Martin, both 
School colours. 

The Junior Competition was won by Westcott, the holders, who beat ,Abbey House in the first round, Harper 
in the second and School House 'A' in the final. Westcott were represented'by Baker and Stone, both in the Colts' 
tennis team. 
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SENIOR: 

jUNIOR; 

Wilcox 
Desmond 
Martin 
Lovell 

Baker 
Amoore 
Moss, D. 
Short 

SCHOOL COMPETITIONS 

~ Wilcox 

} Martin 

Baker 

Short 

} 
} 

ATHLETICS 1962 

For the senior team, as far as matches have been concerned, results have been slightly disappointing. The 
juniors, however, have had a much more successful season, winning most of their matches. Altogether, there have 
been some very creditable performances in both senior and junior teams, with more than the average number of 
records being broken. 

Our thanks to Mr. Gibbs both for his coaching, and for his relief of transport (on occasions when the bus 
failed to make the journey). Also, we are all the more thankful to Mr. Wilkinson, who, due to lack of coaches 
this year, has done more than his fair share. 

The following records have been set up:-
M. F. Dallas Long-jump 21 ft. 8 ins. 
P. C. S. Hodgson Mile 4 mins. 30 sec. 
T.J. Williamson Steeplechase 4 mins. 34.4 secs. 
Christopherson Inter. Jong-jump 19 ft. 10! ins. 
Christopherson Inter. 440 yds. 53.7 secs. 
Couper Inter. Discus 138 ft. 2 ins. 

The following have been awarded their colours: P. C. S. Hodgson, M. G. Palin,J. D. Paulson-Ellis, \V. P.H. 
Merchant. 

M. F. DALLAS, Captain. 

P.T. COMPETITION 1962 

Captain Clarke and Captain Brook very kindly came down from the Army School of Physical Training to 
judge the competition this year. Captain Clarke has now officiated for the last four years and I am glad to say he 
will be a permanent member of the staff next January. They brought with them C.S.M. Stuart and S.I. 
Coveney to give a demonstration of gymnastics to the School; Mr. Stuart has won the British Gymnastic Champion
ship for the last six years and is the present holder. Their demonstration was thoroughly enjoyed by the School and 
we are very grateful to them for their excellent performance. 

The result of the P.T. Competition was as follows: 
House Seniors Juniors Total 

1 Abbey 121 118 239 
2 Lyon 120 114 234 
3 Harper .. 114 112 226 
4 School House 'A' 108 115} 223 

School House 'B' 112 111 
6 The Green 111 107 218 
7 Westcott 112 105 217 
8 Abbeylands 97 104 201 

M.E.K.W. 
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VALETE 

SCHOOL HOUSE 

B. G. C. HOLT-came 573-VI (Group II H and E). Head of School; Upper VI th; 4th XV '61; House 
Rugger Colours '61; P.T. Instructor with badge; Hon. Member James Rhoades; Member Duffers, Green Ribbon, 
.and Dramatic Society; Fifth Form History Essay Prize '61; Waller Prize for Head of the.School; C.S.M. in C.C.F.
to Industry. 

R. K. HousE-came 573-VI (Group II G and E). School Prefect; 2nd XV Colours '61; House Rugger 
Colours '61; P.T. Instructor grade B; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Law. 

M. P. TEBBUTT-came 573-VI (Group III Mand S). School prefect; Upper Vlth; 3rd XV rugger '61; 
4th XI Cricket '61, '62; House Rugger Colours '61; Cricket '60; Hockey '62; Trebles '61, '62; Specials '62; P.T. 
Instructor with badge; Member United Services Club; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to R.M.A. Sandhurst and Cambridge. 

A.J. OGDEN-came 573-VI (Group Mand S). School Prefect; Upper Vlth; 2nd XI Cricket '61, '62; House 
Hockey Colours '62; P.T. Instructor grade B; Member of Duffers and Alchemists; Sgt. in C.C.F.-toJesus College, 
Cambridge. 

S. B. GAVIN-came 573-VI (Group II Hand E). School Perfect; 2nd XV Colours '60; !st XV and Colours 
'61; 3rd XI and Colours '60; lst XI Cricket and Colours '61, '62; Boxing team '61; House Rugger Colours '60; 
House Cricket Colours '60; Hockey '62; P.T. Instructor with badge; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to the Wine trade. 

J. M. l\1ALLAM-came 573-VI (Group III Mand S). House Prefect; Upper Vlth; 3rd XV Captain '61; 
3rd XI Cricket Captain '62; House Rugger Colours '60; House Cricket Colours '60; P.T. Instructor grade B; Hon. 
Member James Rhoades and Epistemones; Member of Duffers, Alchemists, and Dramatic Society; School Drawing 
Prize '61, '62; Sgt. in C.C.F.-Scholarship to Liverpool University School of Architecture. 

R. D. E. LOVELL-came 573-VI (Group II ML). House Prefect; 2nd XV '61 and Colours; 1st VI Tennis 
'60, '61, '62 and Colours; Fives Badge '62; Treble5 '59, '60, '61, '62; House Cricket Colours '61; Hockey '62; P.T. 
Instructor grade B; Member of Les Polyglottes; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to La Colline, Switzerland and Oxford. 

N.J. TREFUs1s-came 573-VI (Group I Al). House Prefect; Upper Vlth; P.T. Instructor; Member of Duffers, 
Les Philosophes, Interpretes, Archaeological Society, Music Society, and Scottish Reel Club; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to 
Lincoln College, Oxford and Law. 

J.B. NICHOLSON-came 573-VI (Group II Hand E). House Rugger Colours '61; P.T. Instructor; Member 
of Green Ribbon, and Dramatic Society; Senior _Langmuir Art Price '62; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Nonvay. 

J. C. GooDBODY-came 573-VI (Group III Mand S). House Prefect; Colts Athletics '60; P.T. Instructor; 
Member of Epistemones; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Medicine. 

M. 0. Jm1AS-came 573-VI (Group III Maths). Upper Vlth; 2nd VI Tennis '61, '62; P.T. Instructor; 
Member of Duffers, Les Philosophes, and Alchemists; Senior Plumptre Prize for l\fathematics '62; Junior '58; 
Cpl. in C.C.F.-Exhibition to Queen's College, Oxford. 

D. H. KERR-came 573-VI (Group III Mand S). Hon. Sec. Railway Society; Member of Epistemones; 
Cpl. in C.C.F.-to St. Bartholomews Hospital, London. 

C. L. NAPIER-came 581-VI (Group III Mand S). Trebles '59, '60, '61; Member of Epistemones, United 
Services Club, and Dramatic Society; L.S. in C.C.F. (R.N. Sec.)-Scholarship to B.R.N.C. Dartmouth. 

A. A. COPE-came 581-VI (Group III Mand S). Member of Epistemones and Dramatic Society; L.CPI. 
in C.C.F.-to Mountaineering. 

E. J. ~I. WHITE-came 583-VI (Group III Mand S (Lower) ). Member of Epistemones; L.Cpl. in C.C.F.
to Law. 

R. c. HENNINGS-came 583-VI (Group III Mand S). House Rugger Colours '62; Member ofEpistemones; 
A.B. in C.C.F. (R.N. Sec.)-to Surveying. 

R. A. HARDING-came 591_v (Gen.). 4th XI Cricket '62; House Cricket Colours '62; L.Cpl. in C.C.F.
to Agriculture. 

R. S. ADKINS-came 591-V (Group III l\I and S). 3rd XV and Colours '61; House Cricket Colours '61; 
Rugger and Hockey Colours '62; L.Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Business. 

M. G. GRAv-came 592• A.B. in R.N. Section and Commandoes-to Southampton University School o 
Navigation. 

J. H. BEATTIE-came 59•-III. Cdt. in C.C.F.-to University in France (Avignon). 

M. R. JOSEPH-came 583-V (Group II Hand E). Trebles '61, '62; Member of Music Club and Dramatic 
Society-to Shoe trade. 
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ABBEY HOUSE 

A. R. K. WHITE-came 5i2-VI (Group II Hand E). Head of House; Upper VIth; 2nd XV '61; House 
Rugger Colours '61; P.T. Instructor with badge; in C.C.F.-to Training Scholarship to A.E.C. 

M. V. WARD-Came 573-VI (Group II Hand E). School Prefect; 4th XI '62; P.T. Instructor with badge; 
Member of Green Ribbon-to Law. 

D. M. KEITH LucAs-came 573-VI (Group III A). House Prefect; Upper VI th; Cross-Country 2nd VIII '62; 
P.T. Instructor; Member of Duffers, Alchemists; Ridout Prize for Science '62; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Gonville and 
Caius, Cambridge. 

R. W. lsAAC-came 573-VI (Group I). House Prefect; Upper Vlth; 4th XI Cricket '61, '62; P.T. Instructor; 
Member of Interpretes; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Bristol University and Law. 

R. \V. MYERS-came 581-VI (Group II Mand L). House Prefect; Cross-Country Colours '62; House 
Rugger Colours; P.T. Instructor; L.S. in C.C.F. (R.N. Sec.)-to the·Wine trade. . 

J.M. B. RussELL-Came 581-VI (Group III Mand S). House Prefoct; Gym Squad '61, '62; P.T. Instructor; 
Hon. Sec. Photographic Society. . 

C. A. SEEL-came 573-VI (Group II Mand L). L.Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Army and Business. 
M. M. WELCHMAN-came 573-VI (Group I). Member of Les Philosophes, and Interpretes; Cpl. in C.C.F.

to V.S.O. and Bank ofW. Africa. 
D. R. G. HIGHAM-came 582-VI (Group III M and S). Upper Vlth; Member of Alchemists and United 

Services Club; A'Ls. in C.C.F.-to Scholarship to B.R.N.C. Dartmouth. 
A. J. WmTEWAY-came 582-VI (Group II Hand E). 1st XI Cricket '61, '62; Member of Green Ribbon; 

L/Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Business. 
N. J. SCOTLAND-Came 583-VI (Group I). 2nd XI Cricket '61, lst XI '62-to B.R.N.C. Dartmouth. 
W. H. FRANKLIN-came 583• L/Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Medicine. 
D. G. MATHEW-came 593-V (Group II G and E). Colts Athletics '60, '61, '62; Cdt. in C.C.F. (R.A. Sec.)

to B.R. W. Region. 

THE GREEN 

C. D. LEGGE-came 572-VI (Group II Hand Ee). Head of House; Boxing team '513, '59, Colours '60, '61, 
Captain '62; 2nd VIII Cross-Country '61; XXX badge '61; House Rugger Colours '62; P.T. Instructor with 
badge; Member of Green Ribbon; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to future undecided. 

T. J. WILLIAMSON-came 19573-VI (Group III M and S). School Prefect; Editor of The Shirburnian 623 ; 

Upper Vlth; Cross-Country '60 Colours, '61 Colours, '62 Captain; Athletics team '61 Colours, '62 Hon. Sec.; 
House Rugger Colours '62; P.T. Instructor grade b; Hon. Sec. Les Philosophes; Member of Duffers, Le Cenacle, 
Alchemists, and \\'ildman-to Clare College Cambridge and St. Thomas's Medical School. 

J. A. WATNEY-Came 573-VI (Group II H and Ee). School Prefect; Rugger '61 1st XV Colours; Hockey 
2nd XI '60, '61 Captain, 1st XI '62 Colours; Cricket 3rd XI '61 Capt., 2nd XI '62 Captain; P.T. Instructor grade 
B; Member of Wildman, and Green Ribbon; Cpl. in C.C.F. (R.A.F. Section)-to Law. 

J. U. FULFORD-came 5 73-VI (Group I I I\ 1 and L). School Prefect; Edi tor cf The Shirbumian '623 ; Upper VI th; 
2nd VIII Cross-Country '62; P.T. Instructor; Hon. Sec. Les Polyglotte>; Committee Music Club; Hon. Member 
of James Rhoades; Member of Les Philosophes, Duffers, Le Cenacle, and Dramatic Society; Kitscn Prize for Singing 
'58; Harley Prize for Singing '58, '59, '61, '62; Aston-Binns 'A' Level Prize '62; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to Ccntincnt and 
future studies. 

J. Z. KENNEDY-came 572-VI (Group III C). House Prefect; Athletics (Colts) '58, '59, Senior '61, '62; 
2nd VIII Cross-Country '61, '62; P.T. Instructor, grade B; Member of James Rhoades and Dramatic Scciety; 
R.S.M. in C.C.F.-to Bristol University or R.A.D.A. 

N.J. ALLAN-came 573-VI (Group I). House Prefect; Upper Vlth; 4th XI Cricket '61, '62; House Cricket 
Colours '61; P.T. Instructor; Member of Duffers, Interpretes, and Musical Club; Classical Fifth Form Prize for 
Greek '60; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Trinity College, Dublin, or Law. 

H.K. W. MIDDLETON-came 573-VI (Group II Hand Eb). Member of Music Club and United Services 
Society; P.O. in C.C.F. (R.N. Section); C.Q.M.S. at Armoury-to Navy. 

A. J. S. LEADEL-came 573-VI (Group III C). Athletics team '62; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to Medicine. 
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HARPER HOUSE 

A. ~· LEGG-came 581-VI (Group II G and E). Head of House; !st XV Rugger '60, '61; !st XI Hockey 
'61, '62; !st XI Cricket '61, Hon. Sec. '62; 3rd XI Cricket '60; Vll's '61 and '62; P.T. Instructor with badge; 
C.S.M. in C.C.F.-to Travel and the Stock Exchange.· 

P.A. C. GREIG-came 573-VI (Group II Mand L). House Prefect; 2nd Rugger XV '61; Gym Squad '60, 
'61, Captain '62; P.T. Instructor grade B with badge; Member of United Services Club; Sgt. in C.C.F-to R.M. 
Lympstone. 

F. B. W.jAMEs-came 581-VI (Group I Al). House Prefect; Upper Vlth; P.T. Instructor; Hon. Sec. Duffers, 
Interpretes, Music Club; Member of Le Cenacle, Les Philosophes, \Vildman; Lyon Parsons Prize '62; Wildman 
Prize '62; Fletcher Prize '62; Harley Prize '62; School Pianoforte Prize '62; Editor The Shirburnian '62 ;-Exhibition 
to Exeter College, Oxford. 

D. C. M. SMITH-came 573-VI (Group II Hand E). House Prefect; House Rugger Colours '61; Gym Squad 
'61, '62; P.T. Instructor; Member of Alchemists; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to University(?) and Industry. 

R. M. WESTON-came 581-VI (Group II Hand E). House Prefect; VII '62; 2nd XV Rugger '61; 3rd XI 
Cricket '61; 2nd XI Cricket '62; Athletics team '61; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to France and Law. 

R. M. VENNING-came 581-VI (Group II Hand E). 2nd XV Rugger '60; !st XV Rugger '61; Shooting 
VIII '61, Captain '62; Basket Ball team '62; P.T. Instructor; Sec. United Services Club; Cpl. in C.C.F.-future 
undecided; to an army of some sort. 

A. M. MARTIN-came 582-VI (Group II Hand E). !st XI Hockey '62; Squash badge '61, '62; !st VI Tennis 
'61, '62; House Rugger Colours '61; Cdt. in C.C.F. (R.A.F. Sec.)-to Business. 

ABBEYLANDS 

J. L. WARRY-ca:ne 573-(Group III M. & S.). Head of House; Upper VIth; House Rugger Colours '61; 
Member of Duffers, Les Philosophes, and Alchemists; Junior Plumptre Prize '59; P.T. Instructor with badge; 
Flight Sgt. in C.C.F. (R.A.F. Sec.)-to Leicester University. 

R.H. COOPER-came 572-VI (Group II G. and E.). House Prefect; 3rd XV '60, !st XV '61; VII's '62; 
Trebles '59, '60; Specials '61, '62; Capt. of Swimming '62; P.T. Instructor; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Law. 

T. E. STAFFORD-came 572-VI (Group III l\.f. and S.). House Prefect; Trebles '59, '60, '61, '62; P.T. Instruc
tor; Cpl. in C.C.F. (R.A.F. Sec.)-to Chartered Surveying. 

P. GouLo-came 573-VI (Group III M. and S.). House Prefect; House Rugger Colours '62; P.T. Instructor; 
Sgt. in C.C.F. (R.A.F. Sec.)-to String. 

R . .J. ELLERTON-came 573-VI (Group II H. and E.). House Prefect; House Cricket Colours '62; Member 
of Green Ribbon, Wild:nan; L/Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Accountancy. 

R. H. L. PETER-came 581-VI (Group II H. and E.). Upper Vlth; Cross-Country 2nd VIII '62; Member 
of Green Ribbon, \Vildman, Orchestra; Sgt. in C.C.F. (R.A.F. Sec.)-to Law. 

· T .. G. DuRSTON SMITH-came 581-:-VI (Group III M. and S.). Member of Orchestra; Cpl. in C.C.F. (R.A.F. 
Sec.)-to Medicine. 

J. D. HOBSON-came 582-VI (Group II H. and E.). L/Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Law. 

LYON HOUSE 

A. D. DESMOND-came 573-VI (Group 111). School Prefect; Head of House; Upper Vlth; 2nd XV Rugger 
'61; 2nd XI Hockey '62; Tennis VI '61, Captain '62; P.T. Instructor with badge; Member of Duffers, Alchemists; 
Fifth Form Mathematical Essay .:Prize '60; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to London Hospital Medical School. 

H. M. FRANKLIN-came 573-VI (Group II Hand E). School Prefect; Upper VIth; 2nd XV Rugger '61; 
3rd XI Cricket '61; 2nd XI Cricket '62; Squash Badge '62; P.T. Instructor grade B; Hon. Sec. Green Ribbon; 
Member of Duffers, \Vildman, Les Philosophes, Le Cenacle;Junior Langmuir Prize '59; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Lincoln 
College, Oxford. · 

W. EGLINGTON-came 572~VI (Group III). School Prefect; Upper Vlth; 2nd XI Cricket '61, '62; 2nd XI 
Hockey '61, !st XI '62; Golf Colours '62;·Assistant Chemistry Master; Hon. Sec. Alchemists; Member of Duffers, 
Les Philosophes, \Vildman; Christopher Morcom.Prize for Science, '61, '62; P.O. in C.C.F. (R.N. Section)-Stat:i 
Scholarship and Exhibition to Trinity Hall, Cambridge,. 

F. ]. WILcox-came 573-VI (Group.II Mand L)-House Prefect; ·2nd XI Hockey '61, !st XI '62; !st VI 
Tennis Colours '60, '61, '62; Fives Badge '61, Captain '62; Meniber of Les Polyglottes; L.S. in C.C.F. (R.N. Section); 
P. T. Instructor with badge-to Further Studies. · · " · · · · ... , "·· .. ,·-... . 
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P.A. MARKEE-Came 573-VI (Group II Mand L). Upper Vlth; Member of Les Philosophes, Le Cenacle, 
Les Polyglottes, Dramatic Society and Archaeological Society; Aston-Binns Senior Prize for French '62; Fencing 
Colours '59, Captain '60, '61, '62; R.S.M. in C.C.F:-to Corpus Christi, Cambridge. 

R. I. BAL~IN-Ca~e 5i3-VI (Geog. and English). Member of United Services Club; Cpl. in C.C.F.-te> 
Surveying in Australia. 

J. B. HOLLOWAY-came 581-VI (Group II H and E). Member of Music Club, Archaeological Society; 
Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Building and Civil Engineering Contracting. 

D.R. MAuLEVERER-came 582-VI (Group III). Cpl. in C.C.F. (R.A.F. Section); Flying Scholarship-to 
Civil Aviation. 

WESTCOTT HOUSE 

C. J.E. McDowALL-<:ame 581-VI (Group iI G and E). House Prefect; !st XV Rugger '61; Seven-a-side 
team '62; House Hockey Colours '61; Athletics team '60, '61, '62; Gym Squad Colours '60, '61, '62; School Boxer 
'59, '60; P.T. Instructor; Member of United Services Society; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to Royal Marines or Tobacco. 

G. F. MooRE-<:ame 581-VI (Group II Hand E). House P1·efect; Upper Vlth; 3rd XI Cricket '61, '62; 
House Cricket Colours '61, '62; Member of Duffers, Les Philosophes, Green Ribbon; Cpl. inC.C.F.-to Brasenose 
College, Oxford. 

J. J. THOMPSON-came 582-VI (Group II Geog.). A/LS in C.C.F. (R.N. Section)-to Chartered Surveying. 
H. R. N. STILGOE-came 583-VI (Group III C). L/Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Wye College, London University. 
P. J. HUMPHREY-came 573-VI (Group III Mand S). Head of House; Upper VIth; 2nd XV '61; Boxing 

team '58, '59, '60; Trebles '59, '60, '61, '62; P.T. Instructor with badge; Member of Duffers; Coxswain in C.C.F. 
(R.N. Section)-to Agriculture. 

P.R. D. GOULD-came 573-VI (Group II Mand L). School Prefect; Upper Vlth; !st XI Cricket '60, '61, 
'62 Captain; Squash team '61, '62 Captain; House Rugger Colours '60, '61; House Hockey Colours '60, '61; P.T. 
Instructor with badge; Member of Les Polyglottes; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to Chartered Accountancy. 

G. R. BARLOW-came 573-VI (Group III Mand S). School Prefect; 1st XV Rugger '61; 1st XI Hockey '62; 
P.T. Instructor grade B; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to W.W.S. 

A. P. STEELE•PERK1Ns.:.-Came 573-VI (Group III A). School Prefect; 2nd XV Rugger '61; 2nd XI Hockey 
'62; 2nd VI Tennis '61, '62; P.T. Instructor; Member of Duffers, Les Philosophes; Barnes Elocution Prize '62; 
P.O. in C.C.F. (R.N. Section)-to St. Thomas's Hospital. 

P.H. H. Moss-came 573-VI (Group.I). House Prefect; 3rd XI Cricket '60, '61, 2nd XI '62; Member o 
Interpretes; Sgt. in C.C.F.-to St. Andrew's University, Scotland ( ?). 

P.H. HARLAND-Came 573-VI (Group III Mand S). House Prefect; 3rd XV Rugger '61; Athletics team 
'60, '61, '62; Cross-Country '59, '60; P.T. Instructor grade B; Sgt. in C.C.F.-future undecided. 

C. P. BocKETT-PUGH-came 573-VI A (Group III, Mand S). Upper Vlth; Member of Les Philosophe~, 
Alchemists, Orchestra; Harley Prize for Strings '61, '62; L/S. in C.C.F. (R.N. Section)-to St. Catherine's College, 
Oxford. 

M. P. DouGLAS-Came 573-VI (Group III Mand S). House Prefect; L/Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Business. 
I. M. Gonw1N-came 573-VI (Group II Hand E). House Prefect; Upper Vlth; Golf team '60, '61, '62, 

Captain '61, '62; 2nd VI Tennis '61, '62; Cpl. in C.C.F.-to Heidelburg University. 
A. YoUNa-came 573-V (Geog.). A/Ls in C.C.F. (R.N. Section)-to Business. 
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